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EXTRA! EXTRA! 
HERE’S THE INSIDE SCOOP— 
ON POOP!
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Told in rhyme, smart and sublime, here’s a fun and fact-filled field  
guide to poop around the world and very close to home. Kids will  
discover surprising uses, words, forms, and facts about something  
on which they have a natural interest. Who knew that a wombat  
produces cubes? Or that poop is used for housing, cooking, and fun  
at county fairs? While to some it may dismay and stink, there’s more  
to this stuff than you might think!
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• Even kids need something to read in the bathroom.

• Kid-irresistible subject matter: The “gross-out” factor is elevated by sophisticated rhyme, fascinating facts,  
elegant design, and abundant humor. 

• Fans of Bennett’s The Butt Book will clamor for this, um, companion-ish subject.

• A great reluctant reader title: Whether admittedly or not, kids have a fascination with this subject matter  
and will appreciate that it’s treated with a certain respect.
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About the Author About the Illustrator

Artie Bennett is the inspired creator of The Butt Book, a  
“good-natured hymn of praise to rear ends in all their variety”  
(The Horn Book). Mr. Bennett and his wife live in deep in the  
bowels of Brooklyn, New York (pun fully intended).

Mike Moran is a School of Visual Arts graduate who gleaned  
further insight into this book’s subject matter during daily walks  
with his very large dog. He lives in Florham Park, New Jersey. 


